The Making Of A Knight
Right here, we have countless book The Making Of A Knight and collections to check out. We
additionally pay for variant types and plus type of the books to browse. The welcome book, fiction,
history, novel, scientific research, as skillfully as various other sorts of books are readily genial here.
As this The Making Of A Knight , it ends stirring bodily one of the favored book The Making Of A
Knight collections that we have. This is why you remain in the best website to look the unbelievable
book to have.

Lady Knight - Tamora Pierce 2007-12-18
The stunning conclusion to the New York Times
bestselling series from the fantasy author who is
a legend herself: TAMORA PIERCE. Victory is
not always what it seems. Keladry of Mindelan
has finally achieved her lifelong dream of
becoming a knight—but it’s not quite what she
imagined. In the midst of a brutal war, Kel has
been assigned to oversee a refugee camp. She’s

sure it’s because Lord Wyldon still doesn’t see
her as equal to the men. Nevertheless, she’s
learning the importance of caring for people who
have been robbed of their homes, wealth, and
self-respect. Perhaps this battle is as important
as the war with Scanra? When Kel has a vision of
the man behind the horrific killing devices that
her friends are fighting without her, will she
honor her sworn duty . . . or embark on a quest
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that could turn the tide of the war? More timely
than ever, the Protector of the Small series is
Anti-Bullying 101 while also touching on issues
of bravery, friendship, and dealing humanely
with refugees against a backdrop of an actionpacked fantasy adventure. "Tamora Pierce's
books shaped me not only as a young writer but
also as a young woman. She is a pillar, an icon,
and an inspiration. Cracking open one of her
marvelous novels always feels like coming
home." —SARAH J. MAAS, #1 New York Times
bestselling author "Tamora Pierce didn't just
blaze a trail. Her heroines cut a swath through
the fantasy world with wit, strength, and savvy.
Her stories still lead the vanguard today. Pierce
is the real lioness, and we're all just running to
keep pace." —LEIGH BARDUGO, #1 New York
Times bestselling author
The Beginner Book - Steven Erickson
2014-07-31
Included in this book: short sword, dagger,
throwing axe, club, shield, buckler, helmet,

costumes, money pouch.
Knight - Kristen Ashley 2012-04-08
Anya Gage has learned that to get anything good
in life, you have to work for it. She has no
expectations, no dreams. Then she finds herself
at a party where she doesn’t want to be and she
meets Knight. Knight Sebring knows who he is,
what he wants and what he likes. And he gets it.
But he never expected something as sweet as
Anya Gage to wander into his bedroom during a
party he did not expect to be having to borrow
his phone. Knight tries to leave Anya to the life
she deserves of white picket fences and a man
who watches football on Sundays – good, normal
and clean. But when Anya comes to his nightclub
and finds herself in a situation, he knows
someone has to look after her, he can’t fight it
anymore and he decides that man will be him.
Knight teaches Anya that, just as with the bad, in
life you should also expect the good. And he
teaches her this by giving it to her. But Knight
has a dark past and just as he desires Anya for
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exactly who she is, he fears when she finds out
exactly the man he has become and always
intends to be, she’ll leave him for good, normal
and clean.
The Squire, His Knight, and His Lady - Gerald
Morris 2008
After several years at King Arthur's court,
Terence, as Sir Gawain's squire and friend,
accompanies him on a perilous quest that tests
all their skills and whose successful completion
could mean certain death for Gawain.
The Knight, the Lady and the Priest - Georges
Duby 1993
This ambitious study sets out to discover what
marriage meant in the daily lives of the nobles of
the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth centuries.
Through entertaining anecdotes, family dramas,
and striking quotations, Duby succeeds in
bringing his subjects to life, making us feel as if
we understand the motives and conflicts of those
who inhabited the distant past. "It is typical of
Duby's modest spirit and his book-long concern

with the ancient status of beleaguered wives
that he ends his study with a plea: 'We must not
forget the women. Much has already been said
about them. But how much do we really know?'
Not everything, certainly, but far more than we
did before the author began these charmingly
erudite investigations."—Ken Turan, Time "It is
refreshing to find a historian who is always
conscious that we simply do not know what or
how people thought 1000 years ago. . . . Duby
explains the complicated machinations of the
medieval churchman and the paterfamilias in a
scholarly but lively style."—Sarah Lawson, New
Statesman "Duby has written an extraordinarily
rich book—a panoramic view of medieval
marriage and the relations between men and
women, full of arresting insights and human
detail. . . . It is the work of a master historian at
the peak of his powers on a subject of central
relevance, compulsive and essential
reading."—P. Stafford, British History Georges
Duby (1919-1996) was a member of the
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Académie française and for many years held the
distinguished chair in medieval history at the
Collège de France. His books include The Three
Orders; The Age of Cathedrals; The Knight, the
Lady, and the Priest; Love and Marriage in the
Middle Ages; and History Continues, all
published by the University of Chicago Press.
The Making of a Knight - Patrick O'Brien
1998-07-01
Seven-year-old James wants to be a brave and
noble knight like his father. He dreams of the
day that he too will wear the golden spurs that
symbolize knighthood. But before his dreams are
realized, James must work for seven years as a
page and for seven more as a squire, learning to
ride, hunt, and fight.
The Knight - Steven James 2009-08
Realizing that a serial killer has been using clues
from an ancient manuscript as a blueprint for
murderous acts, FBI criminologist Patrick
Bowers races against time to prevent a next
attack before discovering that he may be the

intended victim. Original.
A Knight's Own Book of Chivalry - Geoffroi de
Charny 2005-06-09
Composed at the height of the Hundred Years
War by Geoffroi de Charny, one of the most
respected knights of his age, A Knight's Own
Book of Chivalry is an invaluable guide to
fourteenth-century knighthood.
Knight - Christopher Gravett 2008-03-18
The traditional "knight in shining armor" has
become a staple figure in popular culture and
the images of bloody battlefields, bustling
feasting halls and courtly tournaments have
been creatively interpreted many times in film
and fiction. But what was the knight truly like?
The world of the English Medieval Knight was
complex, and ever-changing. From the
household of King John to the defenders of
Elizabeth I, there was great change in the social
standing of knights, their equipment and
appearance, and their involvement in politics
and warfare. An expert on Medieval military
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history Christopher Gravett describes how the
knight evolved over four centuries of English
and European history, the wars they fought,
their lives in peacetime and on campaign, the
weapons they fought with, the armor and
clothing they wore and the fascinating code and
mythology of chivalry. The text is richly
illustrated with images ranging from manuscript
illustrations to modern artwork reconstructions,
and many photographs of historic artifacts and
sites.
A Knight in Shining Armor - Jude Deveraux
2012-03-27
Abandoned by her lover after a quarrel,
Dougless Montgomery is stranded in rural
England, but with the sudden appearance of
Nicholas Stafford, Earl of Thornwyck--who died
centuries ago--a passionate affair begins.
A Hard Day's Knight - Simon R. Green
2011-01-04
Welcome to the Nightside. For those foolish
enough to seek it out, it’s literal tourist trap,

populated by beings, human and otherwise, who
have never seen the sun rise. A place where your
dreams can come true—as long as your
nightmares don’t get you first. My name is John
Taylor. I’m a PI with a special talent for finding
lost things. I’m also the reluctant owner of a
very special—and dangerous—weapon:
Excalibur, the legendary sword (which isn’t what
you think it is, and never was). Excalibur chose
me, and to find out why, I’ll have to consult the
last defenders of Camelot, a group of knights
who dwell in a place that some find more
frightening than the Nightside. London Proper.
It’s been years since I’ve been back—and there
are good reasons for that…
The Making of a Knight - Patrick O'Brien
1990-06-01
Traces James's journey during the Middle Ages
in England from inexperienced page at the age
of seven to knighthood at the age of twenty-one.
Alien Knight Steals the Bride - Becca Brayden
2020-02-17
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Lumerian Knight Torrin Llahsab has spent
months as a prisoner of the evil Vilitos with one
goal, a single purpose…survive, escape, track an
ancient artifact before it can be used to destroy
more of his people. When an opportunity comes
at last, he is moments from stealing an enemy
ship and making his escape, when he sees a
beautiful human woman, bound and gagged,
tormented by the evil guards. Weak and injured,
he risks everything to save the female. He is a
protector. A defender. It’s what he is to his core
and he cannot simply walk away... Light years
from Earth, Nurse Juliette Rosen is having one
hell of a bad week. Captured by aliens, put in
chains and flown light years from home, she’s
sure she’s going to end up as a science
experiment, or worse; until a gorgeous stranger
risks everything to save her, nearly dying to
break her free of the enemy ship. He’s beautiful,
strong, and mortally wounded. The desire she
feels is undeniable, but now it’s her turn to risk
everything. Her life. Her freedom. The wild

black market on an unknown alien world. And
worst of all, an evil, murderous alien is
determined to take her as his next bride…and
his next victim. Will her knight protector be able
to steal the bride before it’s too late? **If you
love romance in the style of Nalini Singh,
Christine Feehan, Grace Goodwin, J.R. Ward,
Lara Adrian, S. E. Smith, and out-of-this world
outer space adventures like The Expanse, Star
Trek, Star Wars and Stargate, be sure to read
Bestselling Author Becca Brayden's exciting
science fiction and paranormal romance book
series! Aliens, adventure, and hot romance all in
one place! Tags: alien, warrior, Lumerian,
romance, scifi, sci-fi romance, paranormal,
psychic, high tech, genetic engineering,
immortal, Earth, space, alien contact, alien
invasion, war, colonization, instalove, instaluv,
HEA, fated mates, wedding, first contact, love,
dark, maju paste, hot romance, king, royalty,
hidden identity romance, intergalactic, Earth
based scifi, series romance, first in series, Vilitos
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Nick the Knight, Dragon Slayer - Aron
Dijkstra 2017-11-15
"Nick the Knight wants to fight a dragon. But
what if the dragon doesn't want to fight him?" -Page [4] of cover.
The Making of a Knight Companion Book Angharad Thompson Rees 2019-08
A groundbreaking creative companion book for
The Making of a Knight epic novel-in-verse! The
adventure and interactive pages encourage
children to think beyond the tale and inspire
their own creativity and helping children explore
how the story makes them feel, giving them the
confidence to express their own opinion.
So You Want to Be a Knight? - Takayo
Akiyama 2021-04-13
An essential guide for all aspiring knights who
dream of chivalrous glory and heroic quests.
Have you ever dreamt of swapping your
backpack for a suit of armor and riding o to join
your fellow knights on a quest? King Arthur
superfans Kate and Eddie long to do just that.

One weekend, while exploring the towers and
corridors of a historic castle with Kate’s younger
brother, Angus, the three adventurers travel
back in time to the fourteenth century to see if
they have what it takes to be knights. Tutored by
none other than the original author of the Book
of Chivalry, Geoffroi de Charny, these young
squires learn how to regale their friends with
stories of battles won and lost, discover the
secrets of the chivalric code—including knightly
etiquette and the trick to getting your armor on
and o —and receive vital weapons training. Kate,
Eddie, and Angus learn how to wield a lance
during a jousting tournament, how to somersault
in a suit of armor, how to rally the troops with a
poem, and how to be a female knight (in case
being the damsel in distress just isn’t for you).
Full of zany illustrations and inspired by the
book Knight, written by medieval history expert
Michael Prestwich and based on an original
chivalric manual, So You Want to Be a Knight?
explores the life of a medieval knight in
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irreverent but accurate detail.
Rules for a Knight - Ethan Hawke 2015-11-10
An unforgettable fable about a father's journey
and a timeless guide to life's many
questions—from Ethan Hawke, four-time
Academy Award nominee, twice for writing and
twice for acting. A knight, fearing he may not
return from battle, writes a letter to his children
in an attempt to leave a record of all he knows.
In a series of ruminations on solitude, humility,
forgiveness, honesty, courage, grace, pride, and
patience, he draws on the ancient teachings of
Eastern and Western philosophy, and on the
great spiritual and political writings of our time.
His intent: to give his children a compass for a
journey they will have to make alone, a short
guide to what gives life meaning and beauty.
Shovel Knight - David L. Craddock 2018-11-15
In 2014, Yacht Club Games released its very first
game, Shovel Knight, a joyful 2D platformer that
wears its NES influences on its sleeve. This
unlikely pastiche of 8-bit inspirations manages to

emulate the look, feel, and even the technical
limitations of nostalgic titles like Mega Man,
Zelda II, and Castlevania III-imbued with a
contemporary sense of humor and selfawareness. But how is a fundamentally retro
game created in the modern era? And what do
the games of the past have to teach today's
game designers? Based on extensive original
interviews with the entire Yacht Club Games
team, writer David L. Craddock unearths the
story of five game developers who worked so
well together while at WayForward Games that
they decided to start their own studio. From the
high highs of Shovel Knight's groundbreaking
Kickstarter to the low lows of its unexpectedly
lengthy development, Boss Fight presents a new
master class in how a great game gets made.
Get ready to steel your shovel and dig into this
fascinating oral history. For Shovelry!
Prince and Knight - Daniel Haack 2020-06
The Making of a Knight - Patrick O'Brien
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2009-05-27
Traces James's journey during the Middle Ages
in England from inexperienced page at the age
of seven to knighthood at the age of twenty-one
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight (A New
Verse Translation) - 2008-11-17
A poetic translation of the classic Arthurian story
is an edition in alliterative language and rhyme
of the epic confrontation between a young
Round Table hero and a green-clad stranger who
compels him to meet his destiny at the Green
Chapel. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
Knights in Shining Armor - Gail Gibbons
2008-11-15
A look at the life of knights in the Middle Ages
and a collection of tales about their adventures.
Bound to Read - Jeffrey Todd Knight
2013-05-29
Jeffrey Todd Knight excavates the culture of
book collecting and compiling in early modern
England, examining how the pervasive practice
of mixing texts, authors, and genres into single

bindings defined Renaissance ways of thinking
and writing.
Knight's Microsoft Business Intelligence
24-Hour Trainer - Brian Knight 2011-11-30
A book-and-video introduction to Microsoft's
Business Intelligence tools If you are just
starting to get a handle on Microsoft Business
Intelligence (BI) tools, this book and
accompanying video provides you with the just
the right amount of information to perform basic
business analysis and reporting. You'll explore
the components and related tools that comprise
the Microsoft BI toolset as well as the new BI
features of Office 2010. After a basic primer on
BI and data modeling, the expert team of
authors provides you with step-by-step lessons in
the book and videos on the accompanying DVD
on how to use SQL Server Integration Services,
SQL Server Analysis Services, SQL Server
Reporting Services, Excel BI (including
PowerPivot), and SharePoint. Integrates
instructional videos with each of the lessons
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found in the book to enhance your learning
experience Explores the Microsoft Business
Intelligence (BI) toolset as well as the new BI
features of Office 2010 Encourages you to
practice what you've learned in "Try It Out"
sections Contains video demonstrations that
walk you through how to tackle each lesson
featured in the book With Knight's Microsoft
Business Intelligence 24-Hour Trainer, veteran
authors present you with an ideal introductory
book-and-video package so that you can get
started working with the BI toolset immediately!
Note: As part of the print version of this title,
video lessons are included on DVD. For e-book
versions, video lessons can be accessed at
wrox.com using a link provided in the interior of
the e-book.
The Making of Matt - Nicola Haken
2015-10-14
Matt Carter, self-proclaimed sex-god and
drummer for world renowned Souls of the
Knight, didn’t have the time or inclination for

planning his future, preferring to fill his days
with music, women and alcohol. He didn’t want
or need anything else in his life. Until the band
parted ways and he found himself no longer
living the dream. Bored and lonely, with too
much time and money on his hands, Matt turns
to his best friend, Alex Clark, to help devise a
new direction to take his life in. Together, they
embrace their newfound venture, as owner and
manager of one of L.A.’s hottest gay clubs –
Kaleidoscope. For the first time, Matt has a plan.
He knows where life is heading. Until a
devastating phone call turns his whole world
upside down, sending him straight into the
comforting arms of his best friend and leading
him to doubt everything he’s ever known or
believed about himself. Alex had always been
content with his unrequited feelings for his
rockstar friend, but as Matt starts to question if
he might actually feel the same, he runs as fast
as his feet will allow. Has Matt gone too far? Has
his reputation as an irresponsible womanizer
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who refuses to take life seriously, finally
managed to push his best friend away for good?
Or is Alex hiding secrets of his own? (M/M
romance. Not suitable for under 18’s due to
language and sexual content.)
Raising a Modern-Day Knight - Robert Lewis
2011-09-06
What does it mean to be a man? Moreover, how
do you as a father instill that reality in your son?
By Raising a Modern-Day Knight. The medieval
custom of knighthood offers a unique approach
to shaping a boy into a strong, godly man.
Centuries ago, select boys went through a
rigorous, years-long process of clearly defined
objectives, goals, and ceremonies—with the hope
of achieving knighthood. Along the way, they
acquired a boldly masculine vision, an
uncompromising code of conduct, and a noble
cause in which to invest their lives. They were
the heroes of their age. In much the same way,
Raising a Modern-Day Knight will show how you,
too, can confidently guide your son to the kind of

authentic, biblical manhood that can change out
world. Complete with ceremony ideas to
celebrate accomplishments and ingrain them in
the mind of a knight-in-training, this resource is
as insightful as it is practical in raising a boy to
be a chivalrous, godly man.
The Making of a Mistress - Kim Knight 2012-12
The story of Faith - the woman who has stalked
the pages of Kim's 'Unchained' novels, and how
she comes to reach a sort of peace with Claudia.
Plenty of male dom and great girl-on-girl with
lashings of BDSM!
The Knight - Gene Wolfe 2005-08-01
A young man in his teens is transported from our
world to a magical realm that contains seven
levels of reality. Very quickly transformed by
magic into a grown man of heroic proportions,
he takes the name Able and sets out on a quest
to find the sword that has been promised to him,
a sword he will get from a dragon, the one very
special blade that will help him fulfill his life
ambition to become a knight and a true hero.
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Inside, however, Able remains a boy, and he
must grow in every sense to survive the dangers
and delights that lie ahead in encounters with
giants, elves, wizards, and dragons. His
adventure will conclude next year in the second
volume of The Wizard Knight, The Wizard. Gene
Wolfe is one of the most widely praised masters
of SF and fantasy. He is the winner of the World
Fantasy Award for Life Achievement, the Nebula
Award, twice, the World Fantasy Award, twice,
the John W. Campbell Memorial Award, the
British Fantasy Award, and France's Prix Apollo.
His popular successes include the four-volume
classic The Book of the New Sun. With this new
series, Wolfe not only surpasses all the most
popular genre writers of the last three decades,
he takes on the legends of the past century, in a
work that will be favorably compared with the
best of J. R. R. Tolkien, E. R. Eddison, Mervyn
Peake, and T. H. White. This is a book---and a
series---for the ages, from perhaps the greatest
living writer in (or outside) the fantasy genre. At

the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Build! A Knight's Castle - Annalie Seaman
2015-10-06
Enter the enthralling medieval world of castles
attacked and defended by brave and noble
knights! This interactive puzzle-in-a-book invites
kids ages 7 and up to pop out and assemble a
stand-up castle complete with knights and battle
equipment. Like real archaeologists, kids will
interpret clues from medieval documents,
paintings, maps, and ground surveys. They can
then apply their knowledge to excavate the site
of a besieged castle and reconstruct both the
castle and the battle scene, figuring out how the
pieces of wall fit together, what’s located inside
the courtyard, how a trebuchet works, and much
more. With the final setup of warring knights on
horseback, the battle comes to life! This book
offers hours of imaginative play so fascinating
that kids won’t even notice how much they’re
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learning.
A Knight's Own Book of Chivalry - Geoffroi de
Charny 2013-03-01
On the great influence of a valiant lord: "The
companions, who see that good warriors are
honored by the great lords for their prowess,
become more determined to attain this level of
prowess." On the lady who sees her knight
honored: "All of this makes the noble lady rejoice
greatly within herself at the fact that she has set
her mind and heart on loving and helping to
make such a good knight or good man-at-arms."
On the worthiest amusements: "The best pastime
of all is to be often in good company, far from
unworthy men and from unworthy activities from
which no good can come." Enter the real world
of knights and their code of ethics and behavior.
Read how an aspiring knight of the fourteenth
century would conduct himself and learn what
he would have needed to know when traveling,
fighting, appearing in court, and engaging fellow
knights. Composed at the height of the Hundred

Years War by Geoffroi de Charny, one of the
most respected knights of his age, A Knight's
Own Book of Chivalry was designed as a guide
for members of the Company of the Star, an
order created by Jean II of France in 1352 to
rival the English Order of the Garter. This is the
most authentic and complete manual on the dayto-day life of the knight that has survived the
centuries, and this edition contains a specially
commissioned introduction from historian
Richard W. Kaeuper that gives the history of
both the book and its author, who, among his
other achievements, was the original owner of
the Shroud of Turin.
The Knight and the Dragon - Tomie dePaola
1998-02-03
What happens when a sheepish knight and a notso-fierce dragon fight for the very first time?
Well, it's no ordinary battle since the knight has
to go to the castle library to learn about dragonfighting and the dragon must dig through his
ancestor's things to find out how to fight a
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knight! "Spontaneity of line and feeling are
backed by zesty colors and a jovial, tongue-incheek tone to which children can relate—a top
springtime choice." —Booklist "There's a swirl of
good-humored life to the book." —The New York
Times Book Review
Knight from the Ashes - Jake Andrews
2021-07-22
The author of The Riven Kingdoms teams up
with her husband to write an enemies-to-lovers
fantasy romance full of humor, adventure, and a
good helping of epic action. With single-minded
determination, Henrik has worked toward
gaining his knighthood so he may rise above the
lowly station in which he was born. But just
when the coveted position is within his grasp,
he's tasked with a mission that proves to be far
more difficult than expected-secretly keeping a
watchful eye on Lady Clover, a nobleman's
daughter with a sharp tongue and a knack for
starting fights. Clover, too, has one goal in life,
and it has nothing to do with joining dull and dry

Henrik on his supply run to the northern guard
post. Why the blacksmith's son is so determined
to keep her close, she has no idea. They bicker
and fight, and if Clover were to find a troll pit,
she would certainly dump Henrik into it. By the
time they reach their destination, they are more
than ready to be rid of each other.
Unfortunately, something is amiss in the
northern mountains. The usually quiet aynauths
are on the move, with a bloodthirsty agenda of
killing the peaceful Woodmoor elves. Putting
their differences aside to work together, Henrik
and Clover trek across the mountains to
investigate. As they slowly unravel the mystery,
uncovering clues that hint at a conspiracy
against the crown, it quickly becomes apparent
that what started as mutual distaste has
morphed into something entirely different.
Something dangerous, something they didn't
expect. But neither Henrik nor Clover has room
in their lives for love-especially when a sinister
plot is already in the works that might not only
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tear them apart, but the entire kingdom as
well...
The Kitchen Knight - Margaret Hodges 1991
Calm the F*ck Down - Sarah Knight 2018-12-31
Tame anxiety and take back control of your life
with this no-f*cks-given guide from the
bestselling author of The Life-Changing Magic of
Not Giving a F*ck and Get Your Sh*t Together.
Do you spend more time worrying about
problems than solving them? Do you let
unexpected difficulties ruin your day and do
"what ifs" keep you up at night? Sounds like you
need to Calm the F*ck Down. Just because
things are falling apart doesn't mean YOU can't
pull it together. Whether you're stressed about
sh*t that hasn't happened yet or freaked out
about sh*t that already has, the NoWorries
method from "anti-guru" Sarah Knight helps you
curb the anxiety and overthinking that's making
everything worse. Calm the F*ck Down explains:
The Four Faces of Freaking Out—and their

Flipsides How to accept what you can't control
Productive Helpful Effective Worrying (PHEW)
The Three Principles of Dealing With It And
much more! Find even more calm with the Calm
the F*ck Down Journal.
The Making of a Knight - Angharad Thompson
Rees 2019-08-29
The Making of a Knight is Making Bookworms
out of Young Readers “It happened during
midnight as often these things do, when the
night was as black as a raven’s wing and the full
moon shimmered blue...” And so begins an
outstanding new Middle Grade fantasy tale,
unlike anything you’ve ever read before. A novelin-verse adventure, perfect for young book
lovers and reluctant readers alike; helping to
ignite the spark of imagination and love of
reading in children. Lonely and orphaned,
Caramath knows his life will never be a fairy
tale. But when dark and dangerous characters
from his favourite book descend upon the
kingdom, Caramath finally gets a chance to
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escape boring life. Yet to save himself, and the
villagers, from the clutches of the Shadow
Snatchers, Caramath must first find the courage
to breach uncharted lands full of dark and
dangerous magic. With the help of a book once
thought fiction, and a surprising alliance with a
headstrong princess, Caramath battles against
evil curses, mysterious perils and discovers
mythical creatures; both friend and foe. But even
with a heart full of courage, Caramath has no
idea of the dangers, or the destiny, that awaits
him. A delightful children's novel-in-verse with
all the charm of a classic
The Medieval Knight - Christopher Gravett
2020-11-26
The 'knight in shining armour' has become a
staple figure in popular culture, and images of
bloody battlefields, bustling feasting halls and
courtly tournaments have been creatively
interpreted many times in film and fiction. But
what was the medieval knight truly like? In this
fascinating title, former Senior Curator at the

Royal Armouries Christopher Gravett describes
how knights evolved over three centuries of
English and European history, the wars they
fought, their lives both in peacetime and on
campaign, the weapons they fought with, the
armour and clothing they wore and their
fascinating code and mythology of chivalry. The
text is richly illustrated with images ranging
from manuscript illustrations to modern artwork
reconstructions and many photographs of
historic artefacts and sites.
Mike the Knight and the Good Deed 2013-01-01
Mike and Evie work together to help their
kingdom in this eBook with audio! When Mike
and Evie discover that knights who perform
good deeds receive beautiful scarves from the
Queen, they set out to perform good deeds for
everyone in the kingdom. But since they don’t
work together, instead of being perfect helpers,
they end up making a perfect mess! Then Mike
and Evie realize it’s time to “be a knight, do it
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right”—and when they work together, they make
a great team. A team with beautiful scarves!
This eBook includes audio. © 2013 Hit (MTK)
Limited. Mike the Knight™ and logo and Be a
Knight, Do It Right!™ are trademarks of Hit
(MTK) Limited.
Castle Explorer - Alice Lickens 2015-11-12
Following on from the very successful Tree
Explorer and Pond Explorer sticker books,
CASTLE EXPLORER continues with a range of
great interactive activities for children to get
into the nitty gritty of the subject and absorb
information from every page. Whether it is
sticking details onto the castle walls, identifying
knights' armour or colouring in the missing
details in the castle scenes, little ones will be
entertained for hours. With fascinating facts
teaching children about the Middle Ages,
banquets and life, this is the perfect book for any
castle or knight addict! Suitable for children
aged 3–6.
DK Eyewitness Books: Knight - Christopher

Gravett 2007-06-25
Be an eyewitness to the adventurous - and
dangerous -life of a knight with DK Eyewitness
Books: Knight. Did you know caltrops - nasty
spiked objects - were scattered over the ground
before battle to injure animals or men who trod
on them? Take a look at a knight's life, from
young squires learning the trade to weaponry,
armour and battle with Eyewitness: Knight.
The Art and Making of the Dark Knight Trilogy Jody Duncan Jesser 2012-11-01
Behind the scenes—and the mask—of the great
Batman film trilogy, including stunning
illustrations. In 2005, director Christopher
Nolan reimagined and forever redefined the
Batman legend when he began his epic trilogy of
films—Batman Begins, The Dark Knight, and The
Dark Knight Rises—starring Christian Bale as
the Caped Crusader in a fresh, dynamic reboot
of the franchise. All three films would go on to
blockbuster success and critical
acclaim—including an Academy Award for Best
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Supporting Actor for Heath Ledger’s
unforgettable performance as Batman’s eternal
nemesis, the Joker. The Art and Making of the
Dark Knight Trilogy tells the complete story of
these three monumental films. Based on in-depth
interviews with Nolan and all of the films’ key
cast and crew—including cowriters David S.

Goyer and Jonathan Nolan, cinematographer
Wally Pfister, and more—the book reveals the
creative process behind the epic Dark Knight
Trilogy, supported by lavish art and on and offset photos. This is a fascinating glimpse into the
minds that gave new life to one of the most
beloved and renowned superheroes in history.
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